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Coastal erosion is an ongoing, natural process. While we may think of land as
unchanging, the land that makes up a shore is not permanent—waves, water,
and gravity continually reshape every coast in the world, including that of
Lake Erie.
Since 1988, the Ohio Department of Natural Resources (ODNR) has mapped
Ohio’s Lake Erie coast to identify coastal erosion areas—land projected to be lost
to coastal erosion over the next 30 years if no measures are taken to address
it. The objective of the Coastal Erosion Area (CEA) program is to identify the
hazards and mitigate the economic losses of erosion-related damage.
ODNR has completed a preliminary update of the CEA maps, and this fact
sheet addresses some of the questions and concerns of coastal landowners.

Coastal erosion is the receding of land along
a beach, shore, or coast and affects every
beach and coast in the world, including those
WHAT IS A COASTAL EROSION AREA?
of the Great Lakes. Important factors in coastal
A coastal erosion area is a designated area of land adjacent to Lake Erie that
erosion are the types of materials (rock or
is anticipated to be lost to erosion in 30 years unless preventive measures are soil) being eroded, the presence or absence of
taken. Coastal erosion is measured by determining how far landward the bluff beaches or human-made structures, how the
or bank (or dune, in the case of a beach) has moved over time. This movement shore is oriented with respect to prevailing
winds and waves, water levels, climate, and
is called recession. ODNR has been studying recession along Lake Erie since
1950; data for Ohio’s shoreline spans more than a century. Maps produced by groundwater and surface drainage.

ODNR identify designated CEAs.

WHY DOES THE STATE OF OHIO DESIGNATE COASTAL EROSION AREAS?
Coastal erosion designation is a component of the Ohio Coastal Management Act, passed by the Ohio Legislature
in 1988 in response to the serious hazards and substantial economic losses caused by coastal erosion. With
input from consulting geologists and engineers, local officials, and landowners, ODNR developed the standards
for designating CEAs. Maps showing the first CEA designations were finalized in 1998. Since then, ODNR has
periodically updated CEA designations. The laws and rules that define the CEA program are found in Ohio Revised
Code §1506 and Ohio Administrative Code §1501-6.

HOW ARE CEAs DESIGNATED?
To develop coastal erosion maps, ODNR calculates rates of coastal retreat, or recession, using analytical tools
including aerial imagery and LiDAR, mathematical calculations, field visits to verify observations, and extensive
review of the quality and consistency of the work.
Mapping makes use of a complete set of aerial imagery of Ohio’s coastline. Unlike free aerial photographs available
publicly through Google® and other Internet sources, the imagery used by ODNR for coastal erosion mapping was
prepared specifically for mapping shore erosion. Image quality is of extremely high resolution, the photographs were
taken during ideal lighting and seasonal conditions, and they are georeferenced for accurate measurements.
In accordance with Ohio law, the imagery is used to determine the distance the shoreline has receded over a specific
period of time. For the update, the amount of recession that occurred between 2004 and 2015 was calculated. Based
on the amount of recession that occurred between those years, projections were made of recession rates
for the next 30 years. Areas projected to erode greater than a given threshold amount are designated as
CEAs and are shown on coastal erosion maps.
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All maps are viewable at coastal.ohiodnr.gov/cea2018. (Maps on paper also have been provided to designated
offices in every coastal Ohio county—see the materials included with your letter or contact ODNR.) Included with
the maps are tables of data that show the amount of recession calculated at regular 100-foot intervals along the
entire coast. The maps and tables make it easy to determine the amount of recession that ODNR has calculated for
any property.
Because the shore is subject to change, a CEA is not a fixed zone. The amount of projected recession is always
calculated from the current position of the bluff, bank, or beach ridge. This is why coastal erosion maps are
periodically updated.
Landowners should be aware that even if a CEA is not designated for their properties, erosion is a natural process
that depends on many factors and there is always potential for erosion to occur.

ARE LOCAL, STATE, AND FEDERAL PROPERTIES INCLUDED IN CEA DESIGNATIONS?
Whether or not a property is included in a designated CEA is based entirely on past recession rates. Regardless of
ownership, the requirements of this program apply to all properties along Ohio’s Lake Erie coast that fall within a
designated CEA.

DOES THE CEA DESIGNATION HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WITH FEMA FLOOD MAPS?
No. There is no relationship between ODNR’s CEA program and the FEMA flood zone mapping program. Flood
maps are produced by the Federal Emergency Management Agency and are released according to FEMA’s own
schedule. FEMA flood maps depict areas projected to be covered by floodwaters; they do not address erosion.
ODNR coastal erosion maps project the amount of land that may be lost to erosion over a 30-year period; they do
not depict the extent of flood waters or storm waves.

IS MY PROPERTY IN A CEA?
Landowners should have received a certified letter notifying them if a CEA was identified at a property, or they may
have received a CEA disclosure when the property was acquired. The maps at coastal.ohiodnr.gov/cea2018 also
can be used to determine whether a coastal erosion area exists at a property. Landowners can contact ODNR for
help in understanding the maps.

HOW A CEA DESIGNATION AFFECTS YOUR PROPERTY
If all or part of a property is included in a designated CEA, there may be certain requirements to meet if one wants
to build within the CEA. This is because construction along the shore—even if intended to prevent erosion—can
actually accelerate it by destabilizing soil, changing the flow of groundwater or surface drainage, altering the action
of waves, or adding weight to the bluff. If not designed and built properly, erosion control measures can worsen
erosion problems on your land or a neighboring property and can even create safety hazards.

WHAT IF I WANT TO BUILD ON MY PROPERTY?
Property in a CEA can still be built upon, subject to certain limitations. If all or part of a property is located in a
designated CEA, a landowner may still build a permanent structure; however, depending upon the type and location
of the structure, it may be necessary first to obtain a CEA Permit from the ODNR Office of Coastal Management.

WHAT REQUIRES A CEA PERMIT?
A permit to build within a CEA will be required if the property is immediately adjacent to (i.e., fronting) Lake Erie and if
a landowner is building a new structure or adding 500 square feet or more (as measured at ground level) to an existing
structure that is within a CEA. This applies to residential buildings; commercial, industrial, institutional or agricultural
buildings; and septic systems.
A permit is not required if any of the following conditions are met:
• The property is not immediately adjacent to Lake Erie.
• The proposed structure or addition is less than 500 square feet at ground level.
• The proposed structure is detached (stand-alone) and not for habitation (e.g., garage/shed/gazebo).
• The proposed structure will lie outside of a designated CEA.
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Since a CEA designation may cover only a portion of the property, complying with permit requirements may be as
simple as building the proposed structure on land outside the CEA.

HOW CAN I GET A CEA PERMIT?
ODNR has developed a single application for development along Ohio’s coast. It can be downloaded at coastal.
ohiodnr.gov. You may also request a printed application by contacting the ODNR Office of Coastal Management at
(888) 644-6267 or (419) 626-7980 or coastal@dnr.state.oh.us.

WHAT IF I WANT TO SELL MY PROPERTY?
Landowners wishing to sell (or transfer) a property for which a CEA has been
designated must disclose that status to a buyer (or grantee) on the seller
disclosure form required for all residential real estate transactions in Ohio.

OBJECTING TO THE PRELIMINARY IDENTIFICATION
A landowner may not feel that erosion is a problem or may have a different
perspective on their property’s erosion history; for example, grading or other
earth-moving activities interpreted as erosion by our mapping methods may
have been undertaken to improve property stability. That is why these updated
2018 CEA designations are preliminary. Landowners who can document that
the preliminary CEA maps are in error may file an objection within 120 days of
receiving the certified letter announcing the preliminary identification of CEAs.
This aerial image of the 2015 coast (bottom,
color) of Painesville, in Lake County,
superimposed over the 1945 shore (top, gray
scale) shows a significant loss of land.

Objections can be filed by any affected municipal corporation, county, township
or private landowner; however, jurisdictions may object only with respect to the
lands in their territory, and landowners may object only with respect to their
own property.

ON WHAT GROUNDS MAY I OBJECT TO A CEA DESIGNATION?
An objection must show that ODNR made an error in calculating the amount of recession that occurred at a
property between 2004 and 2015. The latest CEA designation is based on changes measured only between those
years. The law (ORC §1506 and OAC §1501-6) does not allow ODNR to consider grading, filling, or shore protection
placed after the April 2015 aerial photographs were taken.
An objection must include verifiable evidence or documentation, such as property surveys or dated photographs,
that can support a claim that the 2004-to-2015 recession distance measured by ODNR and reflected in the
preliminary CEA maps is incorrect.

HOW DO I OBJECT?
Objections may be filed in one of three ways:
1. Submit a written objection at a public hearing. ODNR will hold eight public hearings to introduce the updated
preliminary CEA maps. The dates and locations were included with your certified letter, if you received one, and
also are online at coastal.ohiodnr.gov/cea2018.
2. Send an email stating the grounds for the objection to CEAinfo@dnr.state.oh.us. Include supporting material
in an attachment. The email must be received no later than 120 days from the date indicated in the ODNR
certified letter notifying you of the CEA designation.
3. Object in writing by sending a letter stating the grounds for the objection to:
Ohio Department of Natural Resources
Division of Geological Survey
Attn: Coastal Erosion Area Program
2045 Morse Rd., Bldg. C-1
Columbus, OH 43229-6693
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The letter must be postmarked no later than 120 days from the date indicated in
the ODNR certified letter notifying you of the designation. Please indicate if you
would like the submitted materials returned to you.
Objections must include copies of property surveys or other verifiable evidence that
ODNR measured the 2004-to-2015 recession distance incorrectly. ODNR will need
such materials to consider an objection. These materials may be in print form or
electronic, as long as they are clearly legible.

WHAT HAPPENS AFTER ODNR RECEIVES AN OBJECTION?
ODNR will review each objection within 90 days of the end of the objections period.
In some cases, an ODNR scientist may request to visit the property for additional
data. For all objections, ODNR will determine whether a modification to the maps is
required and will respond to each person who filed an objection. Modified maps
will be published and made available for public inspection.
Following release of the modified maps, an additional 60 days will be allowed
for persons affected by modifications to the CEA maps to object to those
modifications. Then, ODNR will have 60 days to respond to objections to
modifications and make the final CEA designations. Notification of the final CEA
designations then will be made to the appropriate authority of each municipal
corporation, county, and township having territory within a designated CEA, and the
final maps will be posted online and distributed.

CAN I APPEAL THE FINAL CEA DESIGNATION?
Ohio Revised Code §1506.08 provides that administrative appeals of the final
designation may be made in accordance with Chapter 119 of the Ohio Revised
Code.

A coastal erosion area is a section of
land predicted to be lost to natural
erosion during the next 30 years if
preventive actions are not taken.
Coastal erosion is measured by
determining how far landward the
bluff (or dune, in the case of a beach)
has moved over time. This movement
is called recession. ODNR has been
studying recession along Lake Erie for
decades; in fact, data for Ohio’s coast
spans more than a century.

IF I HAVE NO OBJECTIONS, DO I NEED TO DO ANYTHING?
Landowners having no objection to a CEA designation on their properties do not need to do anything except be
aware of the requirements (discussed above) if they wish to sell or build on the property.
For more information:
ODNR Division of Geological Survey
2045 Morse Road, Bldg. C-1
Columbus, OH 43229-6693
(614) 265-6576
geo.survey@dnr.state.oh.us
geosurvey.ohiodnr.gov
Important Dates
January 12, 2018: Release of preliminary maps;
notifications mailed to property owners.
January 12, 2018: Start of initial objection period.
January 29, 2018–February 7, 2018: Public hearings
(8 total, see coastal.ohiodnr.gov/cea2018
for schedule).
May 19, 2018: Final date for receipt or
postmark of initial objections.

ODNR Office of Coastal Management
105 West Shoreline Drive
Sandusky, OH 44870
(419) 626-7980
coastal@dnr.state.oh.us
coastal.ohiodnr.gov
May 21, 2018–August 20, 2018: ODNR reviews initial
objections and may modify CEA maps.
August 21, 2018: Start of second objection period for
modified maps (60 days).
October 20, 2018: Final date for receipt or postmark of
objections to modified maps.
October 22, 2018–December 21, 2018: ODNR reviews
objections, if any, to modified maps and
finalizes maps.
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